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Emissions from vegetation fires are a significant source of trace gases (e.g. CO, NOx ,
VOCs) and particulate matter to the atmosphere (Andreae and Merlet, 2001); formation of secondary pollutants occurs as a result of these emissions with consequences
that range from local to global in scale (e.g. Val Martin et al., 2006; Cook et al., 2007;
Pfister et al., 2008; Hudman et al., 2009). NOx (NO + NO2 ) emissions play a major role
both in the production of ozone, a monitored pollutant and tropospheric greenhouse
gas, and in the regulation of oxidant concentrations. NOx emissions from biomass and
−1
biofuel burning contribute approximately 5.9 Tg N y to the atmosphere, roughly 15%
of the global NOx budget (Denman et al., 2007), with total emissions from wildfires fluctuating from year to year due to interannual variability in fire frequency and intensity.
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We use observations of fire radiative power (FRP) from the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) and tropospheric NO2 column measurements from
the Ozone Monitoring Instrument (OMI) to derive NO2 wildfire emission coefficients
(g MJ−1 ) for three land types over California and Nevada. Retrieved emission coefficients were 0.279 ± 0.077, 0.342 ± 0.053, and 0.696 ± 0.088 g MJ−1 NO2 for forest,
grass and shrub fuels, respectively. These emission coefficients reproduce ratios of
emissions with fuel type reported previously using independent methods. However,
the magnitude of these coefficients is lower than prior estimates, which suggests either
a negative bias in the OMI NO2 retrieval over regions of active emissions, or that the
average fire observed in our study has a smaller ratio of flaming to smoldering combustion than measurements used in prior estimates of emissions. Our results indicate
that satellite data can provide an extensive characterization of the variability in fire NOx
emissions; 67% of the variability in emissions in this region can be accounted for using
an FRP-based parameterization.
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where MX is the mass of a species X emitted by the fire, MT is the total biomass burned,
and EFX is the empirically measured emission factor (EF) for species X, expressed as
the ratio of pollutant mass emitted to the total biomass burned. NOx emissions vary
greatly based on individual fire conditions, such as differences in the flaming vs. smoldering fraction of the fuel burned and its nitrogen content; most NOx EFs used in
atmospheric modeling applications are reported with high uncertainties (±50%) as this
variability is significant between different biomes and emissions in a given location are
attributed to one of only a handful of biome categories (Andreae and Merlet, 2001;
Battye and Battye, 2002). NOx EFs are primarily based on airborne and occasionally
local measurements from wildfires or prescribed fires (e.g. Laursen et al., 1992; Goode
et al., 2000; Yokelson et al., 2007; Alvarado et al., 2010), or measurements from small
fires burned under controlled laboratory conditions (e.g. Goode et al., 1999; Freeborn
et al., 2008; Yokelson et al., 2008; McMeeking et al., 2009). Airborne measurements,
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However, there are significant uncertainties associated with biomass burning budgets
due to the large uncertainties in NOx emission factors and global biomass burned. For
example, Jaegle et al. (2005) partitioned yearly GOME satellite NO2 data to determine
budgets for individual NOx sources in 2000; while a priori and top-down global inventory totals for fire emissions agreed, regional differences of up to 50% between these
two inventories were noted and attributed to uncertainties in regionally resolved NOx
emission factors used in the study. Laboratory studies also indicate that biomass burning NOx emission factors can vary greatly–even among plants from similar ecosystems
or among plants categorized as similar under current emissions inventories, e.g. extratropical forest (McMeeking et al., 2009). These wide variations on regional scales raise
questions as to whether existing parameterizations capture the mean emissions from
the range of recent fires, and whether a more detailed parameterization could capture
some of this variability in emissions.
Biomass burning emissions have generally been estimated using bottom-up estimates (Wiedinmyer et al., 2006):
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where A is the burned area, B is the available fuel per unit area, and C is the combustion completeness, or fraction of available fuel that was burned (Seiler and Crutzen,
1980; Wiedinmyer et al., 2006). Poor knowledge of A, B and C leads to large uncertainties in the mass of pollutant emitted, and the lack of temporal and spatial resolution
prevents air quality forecasting of individual fires in real time (Ichoku and Kaufman,
2005). In recent literature, a linear relationship between the biomass burned in a fire
and the radiative energy released by the fire has been established (Wooster, 2002;
Wooster et al., 2005; Freeborn et al., 2008), leading to a new expression of pollutant
mass emission:

|

25

(3)

where ECX is an “emission coefficient” (EC) expressed as the mass of pollutant emitted per unit of radiative energy, ER is the total radiative energy, and K is an empirically
measured coefficient with reported uncertainties of approximately 10–15% (Ichoku and
Kaufman, 2005; Wooster et al., 2005; Vermote et al., 2009). ER can be measured remotely and so may have lower uncertainties than estimates of mass burned for larger
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while precise for a given fire, face obvious limitations with respect to the number and
size of fires that can be sampled, limiting their ability to characterize variability in fire
emissions on regional scales; these measurements may also oversample the contribution of flaming emissions to total fire emissions (van Leeuwen and van der Werf,
2010). Laboratory fires, on the other hand, do not accurately recreate several characteristics of typical large-scale natural wildfires including size, fuel moisture, flaming and
smoldering fractions, and structural and meteorological characteristics, among others.
Satellite measurements offer an opportunity to bridge the gap between global analyses
that identify a need for representative emission factors at regional scales and observations at the fuel and individual fire level.
In the mass-burned formalism MT is estimated as
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measuring spectral radiance from Earth; the MODIS fire detection algorithm employs
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fires; thus some recent studies of fire emissions have focused on directly establishing ECX for pollutants of interest (Ichoku and Kaufman, 2005; Freeborn et al., 2008;
Jordan et al., 2008; Vermote et al., 2009). Although NOx ECs have been measured
for small experimental fires (Freeborn et al., 2008), they may not accurately represent
emissions for larger scale natural fires, and only a small number of fuel types are represented. Satellite observations with relatively high spatiotemporal resolution provide
us the opportunity to directly measure NOx ECs and to gather statistics of variation
among wildfires using observations from a large number of fires.
Here we show that satellite observations of fire activity and NO2 can establish statistical properties of NO2 ECs. We evaluate emissions from 1960 fires in California
and Nevada over the years 2005–2008 to derive NO2 ECs for three land cover classes
(forest, shrub and grass) by combining NO2 columns from the Ozone Monitoring Instrument (OMI) aboard NASA’s EOS-Aura satellite, wind vectors from the North American
Regional Reanalysis (NARR), and measurements of fire radiative power (FRP) from
the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) instrument on NASA’s
EOS-Aqua satellite. Although not considered a major contributor to global biomass
burning emissions, this region has a number of fires over diverse land types which
can aid our understanding of variations in emissions with fuel type. Further, emissions
from individual fires in this region can significantly perturb NOx levels over the natural background, leading to local and regional degradation of air quality (Pfister et al.,
2008). We note that in this paper, the phrases “NO2 emissions” and “NO2 ECs” refer to
emissions and ECs derived from the observed NO2 columns, and thus represent total
NO2 present in plumes at NO-NO2 photostationary state, as opposed to direct NO2
emissions from fires.
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infrared spectral channels at 4 and 11 µm (Kaufman et al., 1998). We use daytime
fire detections at 1 km nominal resolution from the MODIS Aqua Thermal Anomalies
Level 2 Collection 5 data product, MYD14 (Giglio et al., 2003). FRP is provided for
each fire pixel via an empirical relationship using the 4 µm band brightness temperatures (Kaufman et al., 1998; Justice et al., 2002). Sensitivity studies indicate that the
theoretical average standard error associated with this relationship is ±16%, and is
higher for small fires and lower for more energetic fires (Kaufman et al., 1998). Independent validation by Wooster et al. (2003) using the Bi-spectral InfraRed Detection
satellite instrument found that the two instruments agreed to within 15% for some fires
but that MODIS underestimates FRP by up to 46% for fires that include less intensely
radiating fire pixels which are not detected by the MODIS algorithm. To identify the primary land type for each fire pixel we use the MODIS Aqua+Terra Land Cover Level 3
Collection 5 (MCD12Q1) product, which provides yearly land cover classification at
500 m × 500 m resolution (Friedl et al., 2010).
To measure NO2 emissions we use tropospheric vertical column densities of NO2
obtained from the OMI NO2 standard product (Level 2, Version 1.0.5, Collection 3)
available from the NASA Goddard Earth Sciences (GES) Data and Information Services Center (DISC). OMI is a nadir-viewing spectrometer, measuring backscattered
solar radiation from earth at UV and visible wavelengths (270–500 nm) with a spectral resolution of ∼ 0.5 nm. OMI employs differential optical absorption spectroscopy
(DOAS) to measure NO2 ; the tropospheric vertical columns of NO2 and corresponding
standard errors used in this work are retrieved as described by Boersma et al. (2004),
Bucsela et al. (2006), and Celarier et al. (2008). With daily global coverage at a spatial
resolution of 13 km × 24 km at nadir, OMI has the highest resolution of any remote instrument measuring NO2 columns. In this work, only the 40 inner pixels out of 60 total
(in the across-track direction) were used, minimizing effects of poor resolution in the
outer, larger pixels. OMI pixels with cloud fractions greater than 20% were not included
in our analysis to reduce uncertainties associated with cloud cover (Boersma et al.,
2002; Celarier et al., 2008).
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We use wind fields at 900 hPa (∼ 1 km) from NARR, a data assimilation system that
provides meteorological variables at 32 km horizontal resolution and 45 vertical layers
every three hours from 1979–present (Mesinger et al., 2006). MODIS, OMI and NARR
data for each fire were collocated in time to within one hour.
3 Methods
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We follow the method outlined by Ichoku and Kaufman (2005), which computes regional ECs globally for smoke aerosol in 2002, with several significant modifications
to calculate ECs for NO2 as described below. We begin with a brief summary of the
method presented in the aforementioned study so as to highlight our modifications.
In the original study, Ichoku and Kaufman (2005) first collocated MODIS aerosol pixels and MODIS fire detections. For each MODIS aerosol pixel identified as containing
fire, a series of calculations were performed; first, the aerosol optical thickness (AOT)
contributed by fire emissions was measured by subtracting the minimum AOT of the
aerosol pixel containing fire and the eight surrounding aerosol pixels from the maximum AOT of these same pixels. Next, the authors converted AOT to column mass
density, a step not required in our analysis as the OMI standard product provides NO2
column mass densities directly. Ichoku and Kaufman (2005) then calculated the wind
speed over the pixel and a characteristic length over which the wind must blow to clear
the region of aerosol; this was given as the square root of the area of the aerosol pixel,
which was assumed to be square. Using this characteristic length and the wind speed,
a clear time (see below) is given; the smoke mass emission rate is then given by the
total mass of aerosol contributed by fire emissions divided by this clear time. Ichoku
and Kaufman (2005) then grouped aerosol pixels by their proximity and averaged these
values for all pixels in a group.
We now present our method in detail, with significant deviations from Ichoku and
Kaufman (2005) which are highlighted at the end of this section. Fire detections over
◦
◦
California and Nevada and surrounding areas (31–44 N, 126–113 W) from 2005–
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where AR is the regional area. The standard deviation for MNO2 is given by

As FRP is the rate of radiative energy release (MJ s−1 ), the next step in the analysis
was to determine the time over which the measured mass of NO2 had been emitted.
The time for emitted NO2 to clear the region (tc ) was derived using wind speed (w) and
direction from NARR wind fields at 900 mb (∼ 1 km):
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2008 were assigned a primary fuel type of forest, shrub, grass or “other” (including
sparsely vegetated, urban, or agricultural land) using the MODIS land cover product
from the corresponding year (see Fig. 1a). For each day, OMI pixels and fire pixels were
grouped into fire “events” such that adjacent OMI pixels containing fires were grouped
together and rectangular regions were defined around each event (see Fig. 1b). Each
event then represents all fire pixels in that location from a single day of observation,
where the fire pixels are close enough to each other that the OMI spatial resolution
cannot separately resolve their emissions.
The total mass emitted by each fire as measured by OMI was calculated as follows:
total OMI tropospheric NO2 columns for each event (XNO2 ,f ) were obtained by averaging
all columns in the rectangular region, weighted by pixel area, with the column standard
deviation (σNO2 ,f ) equal to the weighted average of column standard deviations reported
in the retrieval. OMI columns over the rectangular region were measured in a similar
way for 60 days before and after the fire; the average of these columns yielded an event
background NO2 column (XNO2 ,b ) with corresponding background column standard deviation (σNO2 ,b ). Columns containing MODIS fire detections were eliminated from the
background average. The total mass of NO2 emitted by the fire MNO2 (in kg) was then
given by
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where C0 is the concentration immediately over the source (kg m−1 in our 1-D model)
and x is the distance downwind from the source. Note that since we assume a constant
−1
wind speed, the age of the smoke at x is given by t = w x. The satellite will observe all
NO2 between the source and some point x0 which represents the edge of the satellite
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where dc is the distance from the center of the fire to the edge of the region along
the wind direction. Standard error in dc was assumed to be at least 2 km (twice the
nominal resolution of a MODIS pixel) and for larger fires, was given as the standard
error associated with measuring the center of the fire; the center was found as an
average of all fire pixel locations for that fire, weighted by FRP. Uncertainties in wind
speed and direction for individual data points were difficult to assess and quantify, and
as a result were neglected; percent standard error in tc was assumed equal to percent
standard error in dc . For each event, dividing MNO2 by tc yielded a mass emission rate
(MER) of NO2 for the region, with percent standard error equal to percent standard
error from tc and MNO2 , summed in quadrature. Summing pixel FRP for each land type
yielded the total event FRP for each land type (in MJ), with standard error estimated at
30%, between 15% and 46% as reported in Wooster et al. (2003).
Satellite observations of fire emissions will necessarily contain a mixture of fresh and
aged smoke, due to the spatial resolution of the observing instrument. NOx is a relatively short-lived species; observations and theoretical studies both support the notion
that NOx concentrations in a fire plume will decay with time due to the formation of nitric
acid (HNO3 ) and NOx reservoir species such as peroxyacetyl nitrate (PAN) (e.g. Jacob
et al., 1992; Mauzerall et al., 1998; Leung et al., 2007; Real et al., 2007; Alvarado et al.,
2010). Thus, the aged smoke present in satellite observations will bias our measured
ECs low. To evaluate this effect, we consider a 1-D model of a fire plume, assuming
a constant wind speed along the dependent axis; horizontal diffusion and vertical distribution of emissions are neglected. We also assume first-order reaction kinetics for
−1
NOx , governed by a rate constant k; the lifetime is τ = k . The concentration of NO2
as a function of distance from the fire is then:
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Here, the clear time, tc , is defined as the time required for transport from the source
−1
to the edge of the pixel: tc = w x0 . We also note that C0 x0 corresponds to the total
mass that would be observed had no decay in NO2 occurred; thus C0 x0 tc−1 is equal to
the mass emission rate that would have been measured with no decay, or equivalently,
the initial mass emission rate at the fire source, MERinit . We can thus rewrite our total
mass observed equation as:
MNO2 = C0 x0 tc−1 k −1 [1 − exp(−ktc )]

= MERinit τ[1−exp(−τ −1 tc )].

(9)
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pixel, and the total mass observed is equal to the integral of NO2 concentration from
the origin to x0 :
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Although this 1-D model neglects diffusion, in most cases the width of the rectangular
region is large enough that horizontal diffusion does not remove the fire-emitted NO2
from the satellite field of view; thus this is a useful first order approximation of the relationship between initial and measured MER. We use this equation to apply a chemistry
correction factor to each point in our analysis, assuming an appropriate lifetime.
Previous studies offer a range of NOx lifetimes within fire plumes. Observations
of NOx and reaction products measured during ARCTAS and reported in Alvarado et
al. (2010) indicate a NOx lifetime of 2–3 h, as does the photochemical model presented
in Yokelson et al. (1999). Spichtinger et al. (2001) varied NOx lifetimes in FLEXPART
simulations of a fire NOx plume and found that using a lifetime of 9 h (the minimum
lifetime tested) still overpredicted NO2 columns observed by GOME by a factor of 2.
5360
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Dividing both sides by tc yields our measured MER as a function of the initial MER,
lifetime τ, and clear time tc :
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Jacob et al. (1992) used a Lagrangian plume model to reconstruct photochemistry in
observed aged biomass burning plumes, and found a NOx lifetime of 5–7 h. However,
these two studies are based on model output and not direct observational data. We
select a lifetime of 2 h, which is in agreement with observations. A plot of MER decay
for three different clear times (the time required to exit the satellite pixel) is shown in
Fig. 2. These three clear times (5 min, 55 min, and 3 h) represent a short, average,
and long clear time for our analysis, respectively. At a lifetime of 2 h, the apparent
MER that would be inferred from the satellite observations for the average case is
biased low by 20%. Longer lifetimes result in less bias. Thus our choice of lifetime
introduces at most a minor bias unless the lifetime is shorter than 45 min. We apply the
correction to each point as a function of clear time, and assume an uncertainty from this
correction equal to the percent difference between the measured and corrected MERs;
overall uncertainty in the corrected MER is then obtained by summing in quadrature
this uncertainty with the measured MER uncertainty.
A series of filters was required to ensure high data quality. All events with a background column greater than 3.5 × 1015 molecules cm−2 were omitted from further analysis as it was difficult to distinguish fire emissions from variations in the background
anthropogenic emissions of NOx (361 points). Events with a clear time of greater than
3 h were removed to reduce errors associated with changes in FRP or wind speed and
direction during the transit time (199 points from the remaining dataset). Events from a
region near Santa Barbara (34–35◦ N, 118–121◦ W) were also removed, due to errors
in wind noticed over this region and likely associated with unresolved Santa Ana winds
(37 points). Finally, points that had both high percent uncertainty (> 100%) and high
−1
absolute uncertainty (> 1 kg s ) in MER were removed (430 points); this preserved
points with MER near zero and a high percent uncertainty but low overall uncertainty.
Overall, 34% of data points were removed via filtering; 1960 events remained for this
analysis.
We identified several aspects of the study by Ichoku and Kaufman (2005)
that did not translate to the OMI NO2 observations.
The method used by
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Figure 3 shows FRP vs. MER for all fires, as well as fires separated by their primary
fuel type. Fires were identified as forest, grass, or shrub fires if at least 75% of FRP
came from fire pixels of that fuel type. Best fit lines (with intercept fixed at zero) and R 2
values are shown. Distinctly different slopes are measured for all three fuel types, and
with the exception of forest fires, analyzing emissions separated by fuel type improves
the correlation coefficient. Forest fires exhibit more variability in emissions than other
fuel types; this may be due to contributions from grass or shrub burning in forest-type
pixels, or greater variation in extent of flaming combustion during which most NOx is
emitted. The small number of larger fires (only four fires with FRP > 5000 MJ) may also
have an effect, as percent uncertainty in FRP is likely greater for small fires (Kaufman
et al., 1998).
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Ichoku and Kaufman (2005) to measure total and background mass overestimated
emitted NO2 when applied to our dataset, due to regional variation in NOx concentrations on the spatial scale of an OMI pixel; hence our development of the new method
described above to account for these variations. This method analyzes several pixels
at once, so there was also no need to include an averaging step at the end of the
analysis. We also use a more precise determination of the characteristic length using
the direction of the wind and the center of the fire, as well as a higher resolution wind
◦
◦
dataset (NARR at 32 km resolution instead of the NCEP global reanalysis at 2 × 2.5 ).
The study presented by Ichoku and Kaufman (2005) performed regional and subregional analyses over the globe, and assumed these subregions were representative
of a single fuel type; we instead applied the MODIS Land Cover product to individual
fire pixels. Our correction to account for photochemical processing of the measured
smoke plume is also a necessary correction for NOx which in smoke plumes has a
very short lifetime; this correction was not included in the original study by Ichoku and
Kaufman (2005).
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where F, G and S correspond to forest, grass and shrub land types. Points were randomly sampled with replacement and the multiple regression on land type FRP was
performed 300000 times; the resulting averaged ECs (in g MJ−1 NO2 ) and their standard deviations (Table 1) were used to calculate predicted MERs for each fire measured
in the analysis, as shown in Fig. 4. The best fit line (slope of 0.988) demonstrates that
these ECs appropriately reproduce overall emissions. The correlation coefficient indicates that this parameterization method accounts for approximately 67% of the variability in emissions on this scale.
Previously, NOx EFs of 2.5 ± 1.2 for forests, 3.5 ± 0.9 for grass and 6.5 ± 2.7 (g kg−1 )
for shrubs were reported for fires in North America by Battye and Battye (2002). As
a ratio to the forest fire emissions, these reported NOx EFs are 2.4 times higher for
shrub fires and 1.6 for grass fires, mainly reflecting differences in the C:N ratios of the
fuels and differences in typical combustion efficiency. Our analysis gives ECs that are
2.5 times larger for shrub fires and 1.2 times larger for grass fires than forest fires,
consistent with those reported by Battye and Battye (2002). Globally averaged NOx
EFs presented in Andreae and Merlet (2001) do not include a shrub category, but
the ratio of the grassland EF to the extratropical forest EF is 1.3 to 1; the grassland
number was later revised down by 40% (Hoelzemann et al., 2004), however, a number
of papers have provided evidence that the extratropical forest EF should also be revised
downward (Spichtinger et al., 2001; Cook et al., 2007; Alvarado et al., 2010).
To directly compare to previously reported NOx ECs and EFs, we can convert using
a photostationary state NO/NO2 ratio and the aforementioned proportionality constant
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(11)
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MER = (FRPF × ECF ) + (FRPG × ECG ) + (FRPS × ECS )
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5

Limiting the analysis to individual fuel types reduces its statistical rigor. To obtain
ECs with well-characterized uncertainties and including all of the data deemed reliable,
a multiple regression with nonparametric bootstrap resampling was used. Since the
emission parameterization scales linearly, the MER equation can be expanded to vary
linearly with landtype:
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K , the ratio of biomass burned to FRE. For this comparison we assume the plume
NOx is 75% NO2 , as the vast majority of fire plumes observed at OMI resolution are
aged long enough for NO and NO2 to reach photostationary state. This value is also
consistent with previous observed and modeled values in fire plumes (Laursen et al.,
1992; Alvarado and Prinn, 2009). We estimate that this value is accurate to within
20%. We also use K = 0.41 kg MJ−1 , the average of two values measured in previous
studies (Wooster et al., 2005; Freeborn et al., 2008). This value was used in Vermote
et al. (2009) and the uncertainty estimated to be at least 10%. The resulting NOx EFs
and ECs are presented in Table 1, in kg NOx (as NO); we note that the overall bias
induced by these conversions may be as high as 25% in either direction.
Most reported NOx emission factors are substantially larger than the ones we derive
here. The NOx EFs reported by Battye and Battye (2002) are roughly 3 times larger
−1
than our derived EFs. The grassland EF (2.32 g kg ) revised from Andreae and Merlet (2001) and given in Hoelzemann et al. (2004) is also roughly 3 times larger than
−1
our reported grassland EF and the extratropical forest EF (3.0 g kg ) from Andreae
and Merlet (2001) is 5 times larger than our reported forest EF. Alvarado et al. (2010)
used observations of NOx in boreal forest fire plumes to obtain an emission factor for
NOx of 1.06 g kg−1 , almost twice our extratropical forest EF, with a reported uncertainty
of ∼ 100%. Freeborn et al. (2008) report an overall NOx EC of 1.19 ± 0.65 g MJ−1 for
laboratory fires of a number of different fuel types, 2-5 times greater than the NOx ECs
measured in this work (0.243–0.605 g MJ−1 ).
A number of factors may be responsible for a bias in our measured values; these
factors are presented in Table 2, and we discuss them here at length. First, we note
that any assumptions we made about average fire behavior, such as NOx lifetime within
the plume, NO2 /NOx ratio, or the value for K , are a possible source of systematic error,
with under- and overestimation being equally likely; however, each of these sources is
expected to induce less than 20% error unless a typical NOx lifetime in a fire plume is
less than 1 h. A second source of systematic error is the diurnal cycle of fire behavior.
A number of studies indicate that fire activity peaks in the afternoon (Giglio, 2007;
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Zhang and Kondragunta, 2008; Vermote et al., 2009). Data presented in Vermote et
al. (2009) and Zhang and Kondragunta (2008) suggests that average activity increases
roughly linearly from morning to peak activity. Our analysis assumes constant FRP
throughout the time over which emissions were measured for each data point; while
some fires will increase in FRP over this time and some fires will decrease, the diurnal
cycles presented in these studies suggest that on average we are overestimating FRP
by up to 20%, depending on the average clear time.
To verify this effect, we analyzed all points in our analysis that were also detected
during the morning overpass of MODIS on the Terra satellite, approximately 25% of
the fires we studied, including the majority of large fires. For each point, we assumed
FRP varied linearly from the Terra overpass to the Aqua overpass, and using the clear
time, calculated the average FRP over the time of our measurement. Bootstrapping
with these average FRPs instead of the Aqua FRP resulted in shrub and grass EFs
approximately 15% greater than those presented in this work, indicating a small low
bias. The forest EF increased by 40%, a much larger effect, but it is not clear that this
is statistically significant.
There are also some sources of systematic error that would bias our measured numbers high including underestimation of FRP by MODIS due to clouds, smoke or canopy
cover (Vermote et al., 2009); as discussed previously, this bias can be as high as 50%
for some individual fires, but an average bias is likely 15–30% (Wooster et al., 2003).
Also, it is possible that since our observations occur close to the peak in fire activity,
the fires we observe may be more heavily weighted towards flaming emissions than an
average wildfire, and thus are biased high. Since most wildfires are a mix of flaming
and smoldering components, we estimate that bias from this source is 10–20%. Winds
also represent a possible source of error due to variations in plume height and accuracy
and spatiotemporal resolution of the reanalysis; however, these errors are expected to
be random and small relative to other errors and thus should not contribute a bias. A
summary of all quantified potential biases is presented in Table 2, in the first six rows.
Summing these biases suggests that our values are actually likely to be biased high by
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We derive NO2 ECs (in g MJ NO2 ) for wildfires in California and Nevada using
satellite measurements of NO2 column densities and fire radiative energy. ECs for
forest, shrub and grass fuels were found to be 0.279 ± 0.077, 0.696 ± 0.088, and
−1
0.342 ± 0.053 g MJ NO2 , respectively, with reported uncertainties equal to the standard deviation in the measurement. The variation of these ECs with land type
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approximately 5–35%, with potential bias ranging from 50% underestimation to 90%
overestimation. This bias is small compared to the difference between our emission
coefficients and prior estimates, and probably in the opposite direction.
One possible explanation for the difference is that previous in situ and laboratory
studies overestimate NOx emissions from wildfires, due to oversampling of flaming
emissions in the laboratory or from airborne platforms; another possibility is that emissions from wildfires in California are lower than emissions used to derive prior estimates.
Alternatively, we might interpret these results to indicate that there is a bias in the
OMI retrieval process over wildfires. The NO2 tropospheric column retrieval does not
account for differences in NO2 vertical profile and aerosol loading associated with wildfire conditions, nor does it explicitly account for effects of aerosol loading due to fires,
both of which can act to systematically bias NO2 columns over wildfires. Most analyses suggest the bias due to aerosol is relatively minor (< 20%), as aerosol is treated
implicitly as part of the cloud correction (Boersma et al., 2004). Uncertainty due to
profile shape is more difficult to constrain, as NO2 profile data is sparse; Lamsal et
al. (2010) indicate that biases between the OMI standard product and ground based
measurements range from −5.6% to 71%, and they attribute much of this difference
to profile error. Simultaneous in situ and satellite observation of NO2 in plumes would
be extremely useful as a constraint. Despite our inability to quantify these biases, we
include uncharacteristically low CA emissions and a bias in the OMI retrieval in Table 2.
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reproduces ratios seen in previous work; however, these ECs are significantly lower
than previously reported emissions estimates. Systematic biases in assumptions within
the analysis and in FRP measurement may bias these values low by up to 33%, an
amount too small to explain these differences. We conclude either: (a) there exists
a large (50–100%) negative bias in the OMI retrieval of NO2 columns over wildfire
plumes, presumably due to errors in assumed profile shape; (b) NOx emissions from
fires in California are lower on average than those represented by previously reported
EFs; or (c) these previously reported EFs are overestimated, due to oversampling of
flaming combustion by in situ measurements. Whatever the source of these differences, the parameters derived here are unambiguously a lower bound on fire NOx
emissions.
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Table 2. Possible biases in this analysis.
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Fig. 1. (a) MODIS fire detections (totaling ∼ 2.8 × 104 1 km pixels) from the daytime EOS-Aqua
overpass over California and Nevada, for 2005–2008, colored by land type. (b) Fire detected
in Nevada on 25 August 2008, illustrating NO2 fire plume as seen by OMI. Shown are OMI
−2
tropospheric NO2 column densities (molecules cm ), overlayed with MODIS fire detections
(red) and NARR wind vectors (black arrows); OMI pixels analyzed for this fire are outlined in
white. Average wind speed shown is 8.23 m s−1 .
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Fig. 2. The NO2 mass emission rate (MER) measured in this analysis (as a fraction of the initial
MER from the fire) vs. NOx lifetime in the plume (Eq. 10) for three sample clear times in our
analysis: the shortest (5 min), average (55 min) and longest (180 min).
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Fig. 3. Plots of fire radiative power (FRP) vs. NO2 mass emission rate (MER) for fires grouped
by land type: all (a), forests (b), shrubs (c), and grasses (d), with lines of best fit and R 2 values.
Error bars are one standard deviation for MER and range for FRP as reported in the text.
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Fig. 4. Predicted NO2 mass emission rate (MER), calculated using fire radiative power and
the multiple regression coefficients, vs. MER measured in the analysis. Error bars in measured
MER are one standard deviation, calculated as reported; error bars in predicted MER are
calculated using one standard deviation of each calculated emission coefficient.
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